Separate contracts aren't merely equal to single contracts; they're far more advantageous.

Mechanical systems have become too complex to leave any of their elements to chance. That's why letting SEPARATE MECHANICAL CONTRACTS is so important.

Awarding SEPARATE MECHANICAL CONTRACTS to reputable mechanical contracting firms assures technical knowledge, experience, and quality workmanship. Specialists are employed to perform highly specialized work.

The results are better efficiency for architects and engineers, proven economy for clients.

Compare separate contracts with single. By every standard, the separate method isn't just equal. It's much superior.
Whether your design calls for a wide range of color or a narrow range, BELDEN Brick covers the spectrum of color. The largest selection of color in the industry, as well as texture and size, is available from BELDEN. Over 200 variations of brick to enhance your design ingenuity, from sand mold colonial brick through earthy browns to mechanically perfect pearl grays.

Your nearest BELDEN Dealer will gladly show you the facts in the form of samples, or write us at P. O. Box 910, Canton, Ohio 44701.
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Correction
Inadvertently, the name Albany Industries did not appear in the advertisement on Page 43 of the May issue of Wisconsin Architect. Our apologies to Duane Dixon and Albany Industries.
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ASPHALT PAVEMENT
A DIRECT REFLECTION ON THE TOTAL BUILDING STRUCTURE.

This reflection can enhance or degrade the appearance of the total building structure for many years.

Asphalt Pavement starts to deteriorate as soon as it is laid.

GILSABIND SEALING is the way to help assure that this reflection of the asphalt pavement is an asset.

GILSABIND added to Asphalt Pavement. THE RESULT IS:

1. Effectively seals pavement pores or voids
2. Increases adhesive qualities of the asphalt mix
3. Creates a stronger, denser surface
4. Restores normal rich look of freshly laid asphalt

Other Advantages of GILSABIND SEAL
1. Gilsabind can be placed on newly laid asphalt.
2. Gilsabind cures ready for striping in 1 to 12 hours.
3. Gilsabind treated pavement will not become soft or tacky.
4. Gilsabind can be applied any time of year (as long as pavement is dry).
5. Gilsabind is more economical than most other seals.

ALBANY
603 East Main Street
ALBANY, WISCONSIN 53502

INDUSTRIES
Phone (608) 862-3395

Architectural Guides
Gilsabind Material Specs.
Detailed Technical Info.
Cost Estimates

"We Are Proud To Have Been Selected The Heating, Air Conditioning and Piping Contractor For The Featured Article On The FIRST FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN Remodeling Job."

BRENNER CORP.
2344 SOUTH BURRELL
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53207

CALL: (414) 482-2500
GET NEW DESIGN FREEDOM FROM
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
BY DUKANE

There's one source, one responsibility for all your internal communications requirements. Dukane is uniquely capable of coordinating all phases of complete communications systems—in Wisconsin, the United States, and in the world. For more than 50 years Dukane has been serving the needs of designers and end-users.

A growing line of systems includes professional sound, public address, radio paging, intercom, and internal and interconnect telephone. Plus nurse call, doctors register, video information display, and centralized time. And many of these systems can be combined for increased capability.

COMMUNICATE WITH THESE QUALIFIED SALES/SERVICE OUTLETS

Satterfield Communications
2001 Freeporl Road
Madison, Wisconsin 53711
608-271-2133

Wilson Electric Company
133 South Madison Street
Rockford, Illinois 61104
615-963-0431

Comer Engineering Company, Inc.
321 North 121st Street
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53226
414-574-8300

Red Wing Service Company, Inc.
Rural Route #1
Redwin, Minnesota 55066
612-DU-4-4067

Endresen Sound Company
12 West 1st Street
Duluth, Minnesota 55802
218-RA-7-3267

Clef Incorporated (MUZAK)
759 North Broadway
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202
414-271-3070

Mares' Electronics, Inc.
1920 Van Dyke Road
Appleton, Wisconsin 54911
414-739-1234

Some of the most recent installations of Dukane sound and intercommunication systems:

Buffalo Bills Stadium
Busch Stadium
Capital Centre
Charlotte Civic Center

Grand Ole Opry Auditorium
Newark Airport
Ranger Stadium
Seattle Coliseum

St. Paul Civic Center

DUKANE CORPORATION | COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS DIVISION | ST. CHARLES, ILLINOIS 60174
The subject of the Mt. Sinai Neighborhood Walking Tour booklet is a small section of a neighborhood located on Milwaukee's near west side, just north and west of the central business district. It is part of an area that has witnessed dramatic change in recent years — expansion of Marquette University to the south, freeway construction to the east, and, currently, development of the vast new Mount Sinai Medical Center along North Twelfth Street. Moreover, it is part of a district now undergoing urban renewal.

Designated the WAICO-Mt. Sinai Area, the proposed urban renewal neighborhood is bounded, generally, by West Brown Street, West Kilbourn Avenue, the north-south freeway, and North Seventeenth Street. Its revitalization is being carried out under terms of the Neighborhood Development Program, jointly funded by the federal government and the City of Milwaukee. The NDP concept, initiated by the Department of Housing and Urban Development five years ago, is relatively new to this community. It differs from conventional urban renewal in several respects — important among them, that it does not inevitably result in total clearance of the renewal area and that it does involve neighborhood residents, through their locally elected Project Area Committee, in various aspects of planning and implementation. Simply stated, the goal of NDP is to maintain a neighborhood while giving it new life.

Many factors are, of course, taken into account by Department of City Development personnel and PAC members as they look ahead to the district's revitalization. One such factor is the historic buildings survey, now a requirement for all federally funded renewal projects. Focussing on nineteenth and early twentieth century buildings — commercial blocks, churches, residences, and public buildings, the survey identifies the neighborhood's historic resources, the legacy of its past that may merit consideration in planning for its future. Renovated and recycled, significant older buildings can continue to enrich an area with their individuality and variety and, when fitting in with the urban renewal plan, can also serve as a stabilizing force, preserving continuity amid change.

The first historic buildings survey in the WAICO-Mt. Sinai district was undertaken last summer. It dealt with the Mt. Sinai NDP Action Area, a four-square-block section in the southeast corner of the redevelopment area. Specifically, the Action Area is defined by the south side of West State Street, west side of North Eleventh Street, north side of West Kilbourn Avenue, and east side of North Fifteenth Street.

Because the Action Area's older buildings are both numerous and exceptionally interesting and because the area itself is diminutive and compact, we have elected to present a portion of our survey findings in this walking tour guidebook format. In the pages that follow we discuss most of the two dozen buildings included in the survey, together with examples of more recent construction in the neighborhood and buildings located on the periphery of the Action Area — on the north side of State Street, west side of Fifteenth, and so on. We have identified the majority of the subject buildings and places by their historic names (original owners, original uses) and have given their present street addresses. A map showing their locations and depicting the Action Area accompanies the text.

In addition to the author, those involved in survey research were Alfred Espinoza, Janet Hessler, Mark A. Latus, Paul Page, Peg Peterson, Norene Taibl, and John Thiel. The guidebook photographs were furnished by Earl and John Thiel, and the booklet was designed by Norene Taibl.

All of us are grateful for the cooperation and assistance of Edward J. Hayes, Commissioner, Department of City Development; William H. Claflin, Deputy Commissioner-Planning and Development, DCD; Vance Coleman, Deputy Commissioner-Operations, DCD; Bernard Nill, Assistant Director of Urban Design, DCD; Gerald Behling, WAICO-Mt. Sinai Project Director; Carl Madsen, a planner at the NDP Site Office; Thomas Bauch, White-Ro Housekeeping Apartments; and the staffs of the Local History Room, Milwaukee Public Library; Register of Deeds; Records and Research, City Hall; Milwaukee County Historical Center; General Office, Building Inspection; and Mount Sinai Medical Center.

The Mt. Sinai Neighborhood Walking Tour is published and distributed by the Department of City Development, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, with funds granted by the U. S. Department of Housing and Urban Development under the Neighborhood Development Program.
1. Mount Sinai Medical Center, 948 North Twelfth Street.

Our twelve-block walking tour begins at the intersection of North Thirteenth and West Kilbourn. To the northeast is the Mount Sinai Medical Center, under construction at this writing. When completed, the complex will occupy most of this block-square site and, according to a recent Mount Sinai publication, will contain such diverse facilities as surgical and obstetrical suites, cardiac and intensive care units, emergency, outpatient, community medicine and nuclear medicine departments, beds for 192 patients, a synagogue, and a meditation chapel. Strolling east on Kilbourn, we pass Mount Sinai's new Clinical Practice Center and, on the east side of Twelfth, the older hospital building, erected in 1914 and greatly enlarged in the ensuing decades. The hospital's origins predate even the earliest section of this building; for Mount Sinai was chartered in 1902, initially occupying rented quarters at Fourth and Walnut — then the center of Milwaukee's Jewish settlement. Over the years the hospital's achievements have been impressive: Mount Sinai was the first Jewish hospital in the nation to sponsor a Tay-Sachs screening program, has an epilepsy clinic unique in Wisconsin, offered the city's first outpatient dental department, and established the first intensive and cardiac care units in Milwaukee County. Though organized under sectarian auspices, Mount Sinai has long been committed to community-wide service, and the ongoing expansion program reflects this commitment. As Harry J. Pious, president of the Board of Trustees, states in Once in a Generation: "We will continue to make significant contributions to the Jewish community, but our first concern is, and will always be, the medical needs of our patients, regardless of religious affiliation, color or economic status."

2. Herman August Luedke House, 965 North Eleventh Street.

One finds evidence of Mount Sinai's growth not only in new construction but also in the hospital's acquisition and adaptive use of neighboring buildings. The next two items on our route are cases in point. Now housing Medical Center offices and the Psychiatry Clinic, 965 North Eleventh was originally a splendid private residence, designed by Milwaukee architects Charles D. Crane and Carl Barkhausen and erected in 1895-96 for an affluent Prussian-born businessman. Luedke was vice president of the John Pritzlaff Hardware Company and officer of several other prominent local firms.

3. American Luther Association Community House, 1113-1119 West State Street.

The year after H. A. Luedke's death in 1917 his widow Emma Pritzlaff Luedke sold their mansion to members of the American Luther Association, who converted it for use as a clubhouse. Five years later they erected the L-shaped brick building adjoining the Luedke house on south and west, a structure containing meeting rooms and two gymnasias. Georgian-inspired, it was planned by the Milwaukee architectural firm of Robert A. and Henry I. Messmer. Since 1960 both buildings have belonged to Mount Sinai.

4. Albert J. Lemke Block, 1138 West State Street.

As we continue west on State, we shall pass a variety of residential buildings — apartments, duplexes, former single-family homes — and a number of small commercial blocks as well, the latter attesting that for many decades this section of West State has been a neighborhood business district. One of the area's older existing commercial buildings is this picturesque brick edifice, now Court Drugs, Inc. It was built eighty-four years ago for a dealer in patent medicines, and the architect was one E. J. Peege. On the ground floor the street fronts have undergone extensive remodelling, but above the stores, the arcaded walls, dormers, and octagonal corner tower, though time-worn, are essentially unchanged.

Taking note of the interesting old board-and-batten-sidewall barn at 954 North Thirteenth, we move on to a group of nineteenth century residences on the west side of the street, all of them now belonging to White-Ro Housekeeping Apartments. Thus far, we have been unable to establish with certainty either the construction date or identity of the first owner of the white frame house located at the rear of this lot. The evidence on hand leads us to believe that it was built as a rental property, quite likely toward the end of the last century. From 1874 to his death in 1882 the first owner was Andrew Landguth (Andreas Landguth), an architect. In his will he bequeathed the property, described as his “homestead”, to his daughters Mary and Elizabeth with John Landguth as their guardian. John Landguth was a carpenter-contractor. And it remained in the family possession until 1921.


Commenting on the original owner of this Italian Villa style residence, her historic buildings survey report, Peg Peterson says, “Louis Nicoud was evidently a very good cook”. She relates that in the 1860s he and Henry Ebert had operated a restaurant and saloon in Walker’s Point and that, subsequently, he became chief cook at the Plankinton House, one of nineteenth century Milwaukee’s finest hotels. What was surely a high point in his career came in November 1879 when he prepared the food for a dinner-reception held in Chicago in honor of Ulysses S. Grant. Nicoud’s Thirteenth Street residence was completed by 1874. Nearest neighbors were relatives: at 939 is the frame house of c. 1878-79 first occupied by his brother Robert, a telegraph operator, and at 931 stands the home of his daughter Emilie and son-in-law Emil Shape, built c. 1873.

10. Emil Shape House, 931 North Thirteenth Street.

Shape was a Thirteenth Street celebrity. A telegrapher profession, he had won a front-page headline in the Milwaukee Sentinel for February 8, 1868: “The Great Telegraphic Feat on Record”, the paper proclaimed, going on to recount that on the previous evening “Mr. M. Shape, the telegraph operator in this city, sent over the lines to St. Paul the enormous number of 2631 words in one hour!” The Sentinel concluded: “We venture to say that it will be long before any operator in the count will be able to equal this feat. Mr. Shape has no equals in the Union Station for speed or correctness. He promises that if any one will equal this feat he will improve upon it.” As it happened, his total was surpassed in May of the same year by a Bostonian named P. H. Burns. How Shape received the news we do not know, but it is clear that the Sentinel was less than overjoyed. Their reporter noted that unlike Shape, who had set his record “in the ordinary course of business,” Burns had simply transmitted a passage from the works of Dean Swift, who “is celebrated for using only the shortest words”. The article ends: “However, we promise that Mr. Shape will say nothing about the advantages which Burns enjoyed, but will give him occasion to practice on some more of the festive Dean Swift’s moral writings”.


The route now takes us past the large brick apartment block — with corner tower and rather monumental treated entry — at 1324 West Kilbourn and brings us to a small white house that also boasts a tower — this one crowned by a weather vane. The History of Milwaukee Wisconsin published in Chicago in 1881 reports that Michael Cooke was born in Ireland in 1845 and that his family came to the United States two years later. The elder Cooke was a teacher, and his son chose the same profession, commencing work for the Milwaukee public schools in 1866 and becoming principal of the Second District School in 1877. Michael Cooke built the house on Kilbourn Avenue (formerly Cedar Street) c. 1873-74.
13. Daniel B. Corcoran House, 1338 West Kilbourn Avenue.

Janet Hessler gathered material on the history of this residence for the survey project and has concluded that like its neighbor to the east, it was built for an educator — in this case, for D. B. Corcoran, a native of Utica, New York, who taught at various public and private schools in Wisconsin before being named principal of Milwaukee's Ninth District School in 1877. And she believes that the house was built between 1873 and 1881. There is no evidence that Corcoran ever lived here, however, and she discovered that the first owner-occupant was James H. Slater, an English-born grocer, who bought the property in 1885 and whose family then owned it through the first two decades of this century.


Students of nineteenth century domestic architecture will find much to interest them in our next set of buildings — the homes of North Fourteenth Street. Notable for both diversity and quality, these residences range in date from 1874 through 1897, in size from tiny to capacious. They present an array of once-favored architectural styles and a variety of building materials. Many come down to us in reasonably good states of preservation. Their exteriors have been little altered over the years, and though most have served as rooming houses for a generation or longer, a few still possess substantial portions of their original interiors. First in the series is this handsome row house block, one of the neighborhood's most impressive buildings and one of the city's best remaining examples of the type. Not surprisingly, it was the work of a distinguished architectural firm — Henry C. Koch and Company of Milwaukee. The permit to build was issued in 1897, and we note that during this decade Koch's firm also furnished the plans for such prominent Milwaukee buildings as City Hall, the Pfister Hotel, and the nearby Roman Catholic Church of the Gesu.

15. Andrew Boll Cottage, 930 North Fourteenth Street.

Erected for a German-born confectioner, the modest little white wood dwelling on the east side of Fourteenth can be dated c. 1874. The Boll house is set back from the sidewalk and stands on a well-tended lot bordered by a picket fence and shaded by a fine old maple tree. Its pleasant setting is further enhanced by the vine-covered wall of the building on the south. (This adjacent structure is, incongruously enough, a commercial garage, constructed in 1921, and recently painted bright red.)


Marksman, gunsmith, outdoorsman, and businessman, John Meunier numbered among the neighborhood's more illustrious residents. He was born in Ramrath, Germany in 1834 and settled in Milwaukee in 1858, founding the gun company that, an Evening Sentinel story tells us, grew "to be one of the leading establishments of its kind in the northwest". This article also reports that Meunier's father and grandfather had been award-winning marksmen and that while still in his teens Meunier had become an expert sharpshooter. His success in the sport continued unabated in this country; the Milwaukee Sentinel Index is full of references to competitions he won during the 1860s and '70s, and a newspaper account written at the time of his death in 1919 states that in the course of his long career he had earned seventy-six gold medals. His victories had included both state and national championships and led to his coronation as Schuetzen Koenig of Wisconsin in 1870. In 1894 he built this spacious brick home, designed by local architects Henry J. Van Ryn and Charles L. Lesser. Combining picturesque asymmetry of plan and elevations with classicizing details, it is typical of large-scale Milwaukee residences of the period. Sad to say, the Meunier house was damaged by fire in late August 1973. As this guidebook goes to press, it is still standing, but its future is in doubt.
17. Charles Kannenberg House,
937 North Fourteenth Street.
Meunier's neighbor to the north was Charles Kannenberg, whose frame house dates from c. 1882-83 and is given considerable charm by the wood ornament at its vergeboard, windows, and entrance porch. A confectioner by trade, Kannenberg worked for the George Ziegler Company of Milwaukee for many years and in 1911 sold his house to his employer. In 1913 it was purchased by Josephine Barbara (Mrs. Harry W.) Zummach, whose husband was then an auditor at the Germania National Bank.

19. Elizabeth Pabst House,
942-944 North Fourteenth Street.
Most fortunately, the exterior of this delightful Victorian home remains much as it was ninety years ago. A frame building with narrow clapboard siding, it features intersecting gabled roofs that terminate in decorative vergeboards, pedimented windows, and two ornamental porches, both surmounted by dainty iron cresting. The house belonged originally to another of the area's German-born citizens, the widow of Gottlieb Pabst, and was built between 1881 and 1883. By 1883-84 one Herman A. Schrimer was also residing here, and in 1890, the year after Mrs. Pabst's death, he purchased the property. Members of the Schrimmer family owned it until 1962. Today, the Pabst house, like many other buildings in the block defined by Thirteenth, Fourteenth, State, and Kilbourn, belongs to White-Roy Housekeeping Apartments.

20. Jacob V. V. Platto Block,
1340 West State Street.
Returning to West State, we find yet another early-day commercial building — the block currently housing Corona's Cleaners. Norene Taibl and John Thiel, who traced its history, believe that this building was erected as an income property for Platto, about whom the 1881 History of Milwaukee, Wisconsin has these words: "J. V. V. Platto, attorney at law, is a native of Schenectady, N. Y., being born January 17, 1822. He received his education in Albany . . . was admitted to the Bar before the Supreme Court, Albany, in 1845. In 1848, he came West, to Milwaukee, and engaged in the practice of law, and since then, for the past thirty-three years, he has successfully practiced his profession. In 1861 and 1862, he was a member of the General Assembly of the State . . . Mr. Platto is one of the oldest members of the Milwaukee Bar." The evidence of city directories indicates that Platto's block at Fourteenth and State had been completed by 1873. Among his earlier tenants were Louis Meyer and the firm of Christian Widule and Adam Conrath. All were druggists; all were German-Americans, Meyer and Widule having come from Prussia, Conrath from Darmstadt; and all had arrived in Milwaukee between 1848 and 1852 — so nineteenth century biographies inform us.

22. Mathaeus Buckelmueiier Flats,
1409-1411 West State Street.
City directories and other nineteenth century sources cite the Bavarian-born Buckelmüller as a painter and dealer in stoneware, crockery, glass, and tinware, with store and residence on the southwest corner of Fourteenth and State. And they record that as time went by his investments included several lots in this neighborhood, along with the frame apartment building erected just west of his shop in 1894. For the flats his architects were Jacob Jacobi and Company of Milwaukee.

23. Joseph Pimp! House,
951-953 North Fifteenth Street.
Most appealing of all the older homes in the 900 block of North Fifteenth is this quaint brick house, embellished with shingle and carved stone trim and two elaborate wood porches. Its first owner was a native Milwaukeean, the son of Austrian-American parents. He was a carpenter and, quite possibly, was involved in designing and building his home. Its date is 1893.
25. Conrad Trimborn House, 1436 West Kilbourn Avenue.

In plan and elevations, in such features as the corner tower, Palladian windows, and Ionic colonnaded porch, Trimborn's house calls to mind the John Meunier home (No. 16). Both are good examples of a residential style, still to be named by architectural historians, that enjoyed considerable popularity among Milwaukee architects and their more prosperous clients during the late nineteenth century. Here the style has been interpreted in dark red brick, brown shingles, gray stone, and white-painted wood. Trimborn's architect was Frederick Velguth, who is best remembered by Milwaukeeans as designer of Trinity Evangelical Lutheran Church on North Ninth Street, dedicated in 1880 and designated as a Milwaukee Landmark six years ago. Velguth drew the plans for this house in 1893, when the owner, formerly a partner in Trimborn Brothers, had just joined C. H. Starke and Company, dredging contractors. By the following year Trimborn had become secretary of the Starke organization. And in later years he served as president of the Milwaukee Bridge Company.

27. Joseph Breslauer Duplex, 1425 West Kilbourn Avenue.

On the south side of Kilbourn, opposite the Trimborn properties, are two imposing Victorian residences first owned by members of the Breslauer family, partners in the wholesale liquor dealership of A. Breslauer and Company. Later of the pair is this double house, a Crane and Barkhausen design dating from 1897. The adjacent home on the west was built c. 1891-92 and, in the beginning, belonged to Abraham Breslauer.

28. Frederick Kraus House, 1416 West Kilbourn Avenue.

This charming Italianate house, with round-arched and oval windows, boldly projecting cornices, and a spacious front porch, dates back to the mid-1870s. It is, we believe, the oldest building of any kind remaining on this block. Carpenter Frederick Kraus bought the lot from George and Rosalie Schaefer in 1873 and had moved into his new home by the time that the 1875-76 Milwaukee City Directory was compiled.


Affectionately dubbed "the little castle on Kilbourn" by survey project workers, this is a captivating building, rich in ornamental detail. One notes with delight the decorative metalwork along the ends and ridges of the gabled roofs, the curious little colonettes in the tower's attic story, the denticulated wood trim, the stone lintels of first and second floor windows — compositions uniting rock-faced surfaces with carved leaf patterns that are almost Art Nouveau in flavor. Mark Latus, who assisted with research into the home's history, learned that while the building permit application lists C. H. Starke as owner, the original occupants were Starke's daughter Matilda and her husband C. H. Baerwald, an insurance agent. H. Paul Schnetzky designed their residence in 1897.

30. Strack Apartments, 1303-1319 West Kilbourn Avenue.

With the handsome early twentieth century apartment block on the southwest corner of North Thirteenth and West Kilbourn we return to our starting point and conclude the walking tour. The Strack (Straack) Apartments opened fifty-eight years ago, and, according to documents on file at the General Office, Building Inspection, were designed, erected, and owned by the Strack Realty Company. Which member of the firm was responsible for planning the building we have not yet ascertained, but we salute him for a design at once strong and subtle.
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RUMORS THAT THERE ARE BUILDING SYSTEMS MORE VERSATILE THAN MASONRY ARE TOTALLY WITHOUT FOUNDATION.

INTERNATIONAL MASONRY INSTITUTE
Suite 1001, 823 Fifteenth Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005

B. M. & P. I. U. Local No. 8 Wisconsin
Program:

To design a medicine center for the purpose of an abortion clinic and a teen clinic, an educational program related to teenage sexual problems. The site was very small and located in an older transitional area, directly across from a hospital and several other clinics. The area is definitely developing into a medical center. The abortion clinic, located on the first floor, was to be basically a one doctor and required staff type facility.

Solution:

The type and quality of the architecture was considered to be of prime importance. The building was to relate well to the other medical buildings in the area and most importantly the architecture was to create an environment in which some of the psychological pressure the average patient experiences could be diminished or possibly alleviated. The required rooms were so located that they easily related to one another, facilitating maximum efficiency.

The teen clinic, a completely new concept to our society, was located on the second floor with facilities that can accommodate both individuals and groups for treatment, discussion and general sex education.
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Dollar for dollar and pound for pound, these Ivany Block can be designed to yield more structural performance than any other system of masonry wall construction.
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THE DRY LOOK

The Jordan Marsh dome and roof surface at the Shopper's World (Allied Department Stores) in Framingham, Mass. has a new look, thanks to Anchor White Cap Coating. The problem areas, which appeared to be an incurable disease for many years, are visible on the right portion of the picture, showing through the light orange primer. The left side of the picture shows the beautiful transformation that has taken place. Anchor White Cap is not only an attractive coating, but has also provided the Allied Department Store with durable waterproofing and easy maintenance, all at competitive prices since 1972. Guide specifications for new and existing structures are available upon request.
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Builders Plumbing Supply Co.
915 South Broadway
(54304)
Phone: 1-414-432-3354

SHEBOYGAN
J. J. Koepsell Co.
1010 S. 9th St.
(53081)
Phone: 1-414-457-3646

APPLETON
W. S. Patterson Co.
2100 W. College Ave.
(54911)
Phone: 1-414-739-3136

WISCONSIN RAPIDS
Mid-State Supply Inc.
71 Love St.
(54494)
Phone: 1-715-423-6730

HUDSON
J. H. Larson Electric Co.
Hudson Industrial Park
County Trunk F
(54016)
Phone: 1-715-386-2388 or
Phone: 1-612-436-8835

MADISON (Home Office)
Automatic Temperature Supplies, Inc.
1023 E. Main St.
(53703)
Phone: 1-608-257-3755

THE ROCK COUNTY BRANCH
Automatic Temperature Supplies, Inc.
Route #3, Hy. 51 - South
Janesville, Wis., 53545
Phone: 1-608-754-8106

MILWAUKEE
United Plumbing & Heating Supply Co.
9947 W. Carmen Ave.
(53225)
Phone: 1-414-464-5100

BROOKFIELD
The H. W. Theis Co.
3595 North 127th St.
(53005)
Phone: 1-414-781-5260

Crichton Corp.
4080 N. Port Washington Road
(53212)
Phone: 1-414-964-6222
Out Of Town Accounts Call
FREE: 1-800-242-8945

NEW BERLIN
Builders Plumbing Supply Co., Inc.
15905 Ryerson Road
(53151)
Phone: 1-414-782-1752
Three good reasons for selecting Weil-McLain

THE CHOICE—Choose from a complete line of oil, atmospheric gas, and combination gas/oil boilers, from 187,800 to 6,060,900 BTU/Hr.

THE FLEXIBILITY—Match any job requirement with a choice of factory-tested packages, factory-assembled sections, or individual sections.

THE QUALITY—Only Weil-McLain has such quality features as flame-retention oil burners, asbestos rope seal, short draw rods, multiple tankless water heaters, forced draft firing and, of course, cast iron construction.

Choice, flexibility, and quality...three good reasons for contacting your nearest Weil-McLain distributor.

Distributed by
A. I. McDermott Co., Inc.
Oshkosh—Wausau—Green Bay

Milwaukee Stove & Furnace Supply Co.
Milwaukee—Madison

W. A. Roosevelt Co.
La Crosse

Witlock Supply Company
Iron Mountain

Great fun. Great fireplaces. Great savings...

- Woodburning built-in fireplaces
- Need no stone chimneys, expensive foundations
- Front or open-end design
- Install anywhere easily, safely

DISTRIBUTED BY

ALLIED FIRELITE
310 No. Kools St., Appleton, 54911
414-733-4911

LA CROSSE STEEL ROOFING
2911 So. 27th St., La Crosse, 54601
608-788-2100

WISCONSIN BRICK AND BLOCK
2706 W. Beltline, Madison, 53713
608-274-5444

PREWAY
a nice warm feeling.
Program:

The architects were given two assignments: To study the relative merits of constructing additional office space at the present site, with additional off-street parking and to investigate three other alternatives which were to lease additional space needed; to sell the present property and relocate in an existing building; or to sell and build a completely new building at another location; to provide architectural services as required after the owners had chosen one of the above alternatives.

Solution:

The architects selected a firm of real estate analysts who worked with them in preparing a feasibility study which was then presented to the owners. They decided that adding to their present building was clearly indicated with provision of planning for expansion in stages as the growth of the company required.

The building as designed provides 31,000 sq. ft. of new space, to add to the existing space of 42,000 sq. ft. Covered parking for 76 cars is provided. The space is exclusively devoted to general and private offices with the necessary service areas. The architectural and structural design provides for expansion vertically as well as horizontally.

Exterior materials of brick, copper and exposed concrete give a proper base for future expansion of the structure.
Reflective Glass Tinting Film
Made of Tough DuPont Mylar

Reduces Heat, Fade and Glare
Solves Sun Problems • Saves Money

Sun-X is applied quickly to existing windows — any size — no interference with normal routine.

Heat and Glare Bounce Off!

FREE ESTIMATES
FAST SERVICE

457-7695
GRUBE SUN-X
1411 N. 29th St.
SHEBOYGAN

We Were Proud To Have Been
Selected As The General Contractor
For The Remodeling Of The First Federal Savings And Loan Association of Wisconsin.

A. J. HEINEN INC.
19805 W. Lincoln Ave.
New Berlin
Phone 547-1622

T. V. John & Son, Inc.
General Contractors
13555 Juneau Blvd.
Elm Grove, Wis.
782-6141

We Are Proud To Have Been Selected The General Contractor For The Featured General Casualty Company's Building Addition And Parking Ramp.

J. H. Findorff & Son, Inc.
— General Contractors —
(Builders Of Madison Since 1890)
601 West Wilson Street
Madison, Wisconsin 53701
CALL: 1- (608) - 257-5321

INKSMITH NORTHWEST INC.
2315 North 36th Street
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53210
CALL: (414) 445-1700
MATERIALS

READY TO SERVE YOU WITH:
• SEALANT
• CAULKING
• GLAZING
“Best Wishes To All Of Our A.I.A. Friends”

CONSULT WITH

D. G. BEYER, INC.

GENERAL CONTRACTORS
Industrial — Commercial
Churches — Maintenance

WE DO OUR OWN:
Masonry — Concrete
Carpentry

1701 NORTH MAYFAIR ROAD
MILWAUKEE, WIS. 53226
CALL: (414) 774-6881

ARTHUR G. DIETRICH CO.
INC.

Standby - Prime Power - Marine
Total Energy Systems - Portable & Mobile
Available in Natural, L.P. Gas,
Gasoline, Reciprocating &
Gas Turbine

KOHLER Electric Plants
WAUKESHA Industrial
Engines & Eginators
SOLAR Gas Turbine
Electric Plants
ASCO Automatic
Switches and
Contactors

750 WATT THRU 2750 KW
(MAIN OFFICE)
8035 N. Pt. Washington Rd.
Milwaukee, Wisc. 53217
(414) 352-7452
(BRANCH)
641 Hickory Farm Lane
Appleton, Wisc. 54911
1 - 414 - 731-6666

CASSINI & SON
TERRAZZO & TILE INC.
(OVER 30 YEARS EXPERIENCE)
Commercial - Institutions - Residential
NEW & REMODELING

“We Are Proud To Have Been
Selected To Furnish The
Ceramic Tile and Terrazzo
For The
General Casualty Company’s
Addition.”

“Consult With Us On Your Next
Building Project.”

37 North Frances St.
Madison, Wisc. 53703
CALL: 1 - 608 - 256-7146

QUALITY
COST NO MORE

Carrier

Valve without equal is the
reason more people
put their trust in

CRICTON
Distributors Of
PLUMBING
HEATING
AIR CONDITIONING
INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIES

CRICTON
CORPORATION

4080 N. Port Washington Road
Milwaukee, Wis. — 964-6222
303 Price Place
Madison, Wis. — 231-1366
1069 W. Mason St.
Green Bay, Wis. — 432-7279

“We Are Proud To Have Done The
Excavating For The
General Casualty Company’s
Addition.”

CENTRAL
CONTRACTING CORP.
Heavy Engineering Contractors

Syene Road, Route 4
Madison, Wisc. 53713
CALL: 1 - 608 - 271-8211

2300 Algoma Blvd.
Oshkosh, Wis. 54901
CALL: 1 - 414 - 231-1900

“We Are Selected To Furnish The
Ceramic Tile and Terrazzo
For The
General Casualty Company’s
Addition.”
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First Federal Building Remodeling, Milwaukee

Program:

The objectives of the remodeling were two-fold: To create a fitting space for the downtown customer lobby of Wisconsin's largest savings and loan and, to enhance the rentability of the building at a reasonable cost to turn the existing yearly loss to a reasonable profit.

Several aspects of the remodeling were unique. The first floor consisted of several shops and lobby space on six different levels, the highest being 4½' above the lowest. The three new exterior entries had to meet City walks at both the highest and lowest plus a middle level. Elevator doors were at a fourth level. Tenant occupancy was to continue throughout the renovation. The economic life of the building was to be projected over as few years as possible with ten years being the maximum. The remodeling was to achieve maximum identity value.

Solution:

The primary challenge was the replacement of existing shops, which were very interesting to pedestrian traffic, with a financial institution that would create equal interest. Columns and windows were altered in depth and scale. Entries were recessed and covered with canopies. Clear glass was used to give maximum interest to the pedestrian's view of interior activity. An abstract mural and a photo mural of Milwaukee's skyline create additional interest. The upper floors of the building had good proportion and were left. A new base was designed. The six levels were reduced to three by filling lower levels. The building lobby and vestibules were refinished and treated with bare lightbulb systems.
BNCO
Metal Toilet Partitions

We Paint Our Customers' Products

...and among other things WE CUSTOM-FINISH METAL BUILDING COMPONENTS AS SPECIFIED BY MANY ARCHITECTS

100,000 square feet of plant with 42-years experience in painting products for other people, when needed — as needed, according to specifications. If you are not familiar with our services, we invite you to investigate this splendid service, keyed to the needs of your profession.

MASCO CORPORATION . . . 7300 N. 60th St.,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53223. Please phone for undivided attention on your visit.
Phone 414/358-7300.

Julien G. Bamberger, President

We Are Proud To Have Been Selected The Electrical Contractors On The Remodeling Of The First Federal Savings & Loan Association Of Wisconsin

LEMBERG ELECTRIC CO., INC.
COMPLETE ELECTRIC SERVICES
2324 W. STATE STREET

Phone 933-5800

When Specifying Please Refer To Your DIRECTORY of Union CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTORS

No job can be any better than the workmanship that goes into it. Just as there can be no substitute for quality materials, there can be no substitute for QUALITY WORKMANSHIP. When you build, BUILD WELL with the assurance that every phase of the job is being done by AFL-CIO Skilled Building Craftsmen. It PAYS in complete and lasting satisfaction!

For Further Information Please Call

MILWAUKEE BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION TRADES COUNCIL
James Elliot, President
5900 W. CENTER ST.
Phone 873-2100
"We Are Proud To Have Been Selected The Electrical Contractors For The
GENERAL CASUALTY COMPANY'S
Addition."

ENDRES ELECTRIC CO.
— Since 1912 —
(Electric Heating Contractors)

— COMPLETE INSTALLATION & REPAIR
— LIGHT & POWER WIRING
— PROMPT SERVICE

312 WEST MIFFLIN STREET
MADISON, WISCONSIN 53703

CALL: 1 - 608 - 255-6761
First Wisconsin National Bank of Milwaukee

Program:

To design a uniform design concept for the expanding branch banking system for the First Wisconsin National Bank of Milwaukee. The client required simplicity, security, circulation adaptability and a moderate budget. Although the units would probably vary in size, orientation and site requirements, the design was to express a strong and readily identifiable image for the Bank. Visual observation of the banking floor from the exterior was stipulated as prime criterion.

Solution:

The design was developed to represent the client on sites ranging from local business communities to suburban shopping center locations. The simplicity of the design was intended to accomplish compatibility with neighboring buildings in varied site situations. The three basic components of the design — the building, logo pylon and drive-in units were intentionally separated to afford advantageous placement in adapting the design to its various intended sites. The separation also precluded the necessity for structural redesign when placing these components in other arrangements.

By modern banking standards, the security of bank funds is established within the vault. The solid, bush-hammered concrete surfaces of the vault stand in strong contrast to the large expanses of glass.
"We Are Proud To Have Been Selected To Help MGIC Plaza Win The Honor Award For 1974 With Our Complete Upholstery Services."

PRADE INC.
UPHOLSTERY SERVICE

7333 West Burleigh Street
Milwaukee, Wis. 53210

CALL: 1-414-873-0221

CONSULT WITH

OWENS-CORNING
FIBERGLAS

Insulation adds to winter comfort
Insulation brings indoor summer comfort

Insulation really pays off in operating cost

USE FULL INSULATION
6" IN CEILINGS
3" IN WALLS

2040 W. Wisconsin Ave.
Milwaukee, Wis. 53233
PHONE (414) 344-3811
On Any Questions

Package Boiler Burner Service Corp.

24 Hour Service

Authorized Cleaver - Brooks Parts & Service

Rentals Complete Mobile Boiler Rooms

Milwaukee — 781-9620
Madison — 608/249-6604
Stevens Point — 715/344-7310
Green Bay — 414/494-3675

Radio Controlled Fleet Trucks
Serving Wisconsin & Upper Michigan

4135 N126 — Brookfield
781-9620

MILLER MASONRY, INC.

2204 Kelbe Drive
Little Chute, Wis.

Phone: 1-414-788-5201

CONSULT WITH

OWENS-CORNING
FIBERGLAS

Insulation adds to winter comfort
Insulation brings indoor summer comfort

Insulation really pays off in operating cost

USE FULL INSULATION
6" IN CEILINGS
3" IN WALLS

2040 W. Wisconsin Ave.
Milwaukee, Wis. 53233
PHONE (414) 344-3811
On Any Questions

CARL A. MORSE, INC.
OF ILLINOIS

777 EAST WISCONSIN AVE.
SUITE 2300
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN
53202

L & S INSULATION COMPANY

616 S. 89th Street
West Allis, Wisconsin 53214
CONSULT WITH

SCHUSTER
CONSTRUCTION
CO.
— Expansion Joint
— Wire Mesh and Rod

300 ELIZABETH ST.
GREEN BAY, WIS. 54302
CALL: 1 - 414 - 435-4439

"We Are Proud To Have Done The Hot Water Piping Job For The General Casualty Company Addition!"

WELCH PLUMBING & HEATING CO.
— Repairing
— Remodeling
— Construction
Commercial - Industrial - Residential
"Your Qualified Contractor"

105 North Murray Street
Madison, Wis. 53715
CALL: 1 - 608 - 255-6749

"We Are Proud To Have Installed The Underfloor Duct Work In The General Casualty Company Addition."

SYRING
CONSTRUCTION
CO., INC.
Institutional
Industrial
Commercial

11607 W. Blue Mound Road
475-0888

"We Are Proud To Have Installed The Underfloor Duct Work In The General Casualty Company Addition."

Consult With . . .

H. H. Robertson Co.
5906 N. Port Washington Rd.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53217

For Further Information
CALL: (414) 962-6969
Regal Ware Administrative Center, Kewaskum

Architects: Schuett, Erdmann and Gray, Architects III, Inc., Milwaukee
Owner: Regal Ware, Incorporated, Kewaskum
General Contractor: T. V. John & Son, Inc., Elm Grove
Consultants:
Structural: Strass-Maguire & Associates, Milwaukee
Plumbing: Holland & Kurtz, Inc., Milwaukee
Electrical: Dolan & Dustin, Inc., Milwaukee
Photos: Richard F. Bauer

Program:

A kitchen utensil manufacturer required an administrative center of approximately 70,000 sq. ft. The building was to be planned in stages to meet the needs of the rapidly expanding company. The complex was to reflect the image of the national headquarters for five large manufacturing plants throughout North America. The proposed building was to be so located that it backed up to a 40 year old manufacturing facility, and facing the Village high and grade school. The two schools and the project are the three major buildings in the community. The site is adjacent but not abutting a river and overlooks wooded hills and lands of the Kettle Moraine, a scenic glacial reserve. The owner wanted the buildings to be oriented toward the natural surrounding environment.

Solution:

The architect projected a master plan to be accomplished in three phases. The Computer and Accounting Center was completed in 1968. Executive and administrative offices, sales showroom and sales offices were completed in 1972. Phase three is yet to be built.

The building complex was oriented with expansive glass areas overlooking the schools and scenic areas to the east and north. The rear of the complex facing the factory, has limited glass areas to both minimize view of the older industrial building and reduce heat gain loads on the south and west facades of the building.

The architects incorporated a parkway in their master plan along the Milwaukee River, not Regal Ware's property. The master plan and model of the development were presented to the Village Board which approved the concept and acquired the property for the parkway as proposed. Thus Regal Ware benefitted for their new facility and the community preserved a very scenic natural area.
ARCHITECTURAL & BUILDING CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

ABCET graduates know architecture and they know construction. They have a sound foundation of theoretical knowledge buttressed by practical experience. Inquire about our program and learn how we train the people you need.

MILWAUKEE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

1025 N. Milwaukee St., Milwaukee 53201

Dovenmuehle City... it's mushrooming

In the last several years, Dovenmuehle money has built or financed enough structures to create a city the size of Waukegan, Illinois. Including factories, shopping centers, apartment complexes, condominiums, warehouses, office buildings, motels, and single family houses. So bring us your good ideas in real estate, whatever they are. Maybe we can start a city for you.

In business to put you in business.

Mortgage Financing
Dovenmuehle, Inc.
135 South LaSalle Street, Chicago, Illinois 60603, (312) 263-2200

ALCOA ALPLY® PANELS
FOR EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR USES IN VERTICAL OR HORIZONTAL APPLICATIONS

- DESIGN FLEXIBILITY
- WEATHER TIGHTNESS
- PERFECT FLATNESS
- SUPERIOR INSULATING QUALITY
- HIGH STRENGTH
- WIDE CHOICE OF FINISHES

MIDWEST ARCHITECTURAL METALS
4176 West Montrose Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60641
PHONE: 286-7270
ATTENTION:

ENGINEERING AND COPYING PRODUCTS

ARCHITECTS - BUILDERS - ENGINEERS - STUDENTS - DRAFTSMEN - CONTRACTORS - INDUSTRY - TEACHERS

ENGINEERING AND COPYING PRODUCTS

YOU ARE INVITED
to visit our
"new" professional
DRAFTING EQUIPMENT SHOWROOM
and Retail Service Area

STORE HOURS: Monday thru Friday 8:30 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.
"While you wait" Reproduction Copy Service for your convenience.

TELEDYNE ROTOLOITE TRITON I - THE NEW AMMONIA FREE WHITE PRINTER

HAMILTON DRAFTING TABLES & FILES
STACOR DRAFTING TABLES & FILES
MAYLINE DRAFTING TABLES & FILES
UNIVERSAL ORTHOGRAPH & BOARDMASTER DRAFTING MACHINES
MUTOH DRAFTING MACHINES
VEMCO DRAFTING MACHINES
PLAN HOLD VERTICAL FILES
ROTOLOITE DIAZO JET MARK II WHITE PRINTER
ROTOLOITE EXPEEDITER WHITE PRINTER
ROTOLOITE THERMOMATIC DRY DEVELOPER
MICRO FICHE & APERTURE CARD READERS
DRAFTING CHAIRS & STOOLS
KOH-I-NOOR - MARS - EAGLE - CASTELL
DIAZO PRINT PAPERS - INTERMEDIATES
TRIANGLES
TEMPLATES
AGFA-GEVAERT - DUPONT - KODAK
QUARTZ RADIATION LAMPS
LUFKIN TAPES
WINTERMUTE DRAWING TABLES
T-SQUARES
MICROSEAL
ROLATAPE MEASURING WHEELS
AMMOPHYLL DEVELOPER
ULRICH PLAN FILES

- CIVIL ENGINEERING EQUIPMENT
- SLIDE RULES
- DRAWING INSTRUMENTS
- CORDLESS ELECTRIC ERASER
- NORWOOD DRAFTING TABLES
- SCALES
- PARALTILT DRAWING UNITS
- STRAIGHT EDGES
- MOONLIGHTER "Z" DRAWING TABLES
- TRACING PADS
- RAPIDOGRAPH TECHNICAL PENS
- TOLEDO - ROYAL - DEPENDABLE - CRAMER
- BORCO
- DAZOR DRAFTING LAMPS
- GURLEY - NIKON - DAVID WHITE - PATH
- N B JACKETS
- DAKOTA MICRO FILM
- AUTO-MATTE DRAFTING FILM
- ARKWRIGHT INK & PENCIL CLOTHS
- IMPERIAL INK CLOTH
- WHITEX & PENCILTEX PENCIL CLOTH
- BLUTEX DRAFTING VELLUM
- CLEARPRINT DRAFTING VELLUM
- VERSA-VEL DRAFTING VELLUM
- CUSTOM PRINTED TRACING FORMS
- PROJECTION FOILS

- TELEDYNE REPROGRAPHICS MILWAUKEE

2955 N. HUMBOLDT BLVD.
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53212
PHONE: (414) 374-4660
Bowler's Building, Milwaukee

Program:

Two similar administrative businesses wished to combine forces to cut some areas of duplication where the same equipment can be used by both, such as computer functions, accounting, paper handling and processing and a Hall of Fame and Museum. The two businesses, the Women's International Bowling Congress, formerly of Columbus, Ohio and the American Bowling Congress. These two clients are of equal importance and have the same executive structure which necessitated symmetrical design for equal importance of location and view.

A site had to be located which was capable of taking care of the building and parking needs. This site also had to be near an airport and expressway system. Elected officers of the organizations come from every state and frequent meetings are held.

Solution:

A site of 10 acres, five miles from the Milwaukee Airport and one half mile from the freeway, across from the Southridge Shopping Center at S. 76th St. was acquired. The building was designed around a north-south circulation axis. The main core of the building is a two-story office section running east and west with a one story paper handling and storage section to the south paralleling the office section. This portion also houses mailing facilities and loading docks. To the north of the office core lies the Museum on the first floor and the Hall of Fame on the second floor with public relations department on the third floor and a conference area extending to the south over a portion of the office area. The north wing is flanked by an 80 floor illuminated tower referred to as the "Tower of Fame". 8.2 million bowlers are serviced and administered to.
WISCONSIN ARCHITECT MAGAZINE
is the official publication of the Wisconsin Chapter
The American Institute of Architects

- It is the best ad medium for building industry suppliers
- It serves as a fast reference when products and services are needed
- Its circulation reaches the audience that writes specifications

You are ahead if you advertise in Wisconsin Architect
A quick call to the editorial office at 1(414)272-4668 will get the information you need.

Good Electric Co.  228-9500
Electrical Contractor

Joseph Wittig Co.  276-1056
Plumbing & Gas Fittings

C. R. Tunison, Inc.
Specialized Installation Service
4340 N. 133rd St.
BROOKFIELD, WIS.
781-8760

PRE-CON CORP.
7300 W. DOUGLAS AVE.
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53218
(414) 466-6340

ARCHITECTURAL PRECAST CONCRETE

Imaginative repetition of precast elements can provide a dramatically bold or beautifully subtle facade, while keeping costs at a practical level. Architectural precast concrete is the modern building material that works willingly with your creative concepts, bringing out the best in your plans. Call us when you start planning your next project. That's when we can help you most by suggesting how to take maximum advantage of our production facilities and techniques.

In Recognition Of The Seven Buildings In This Issue Of the Wisconsin Architect.

SELZER ORNST CO.

Building Construction
Contractor of the best in construction for over 45 years including financing, construction management & turnkey
258-9900
6222 W. State Street
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
What elevators would you choose for the home of the AIA?

Armor elevators got the nod. The new national headquarters building for AIA has three geared-type Armor elevators, serving nine landings. They are providing the smooth, fast, efficient service demanded by the nation's top architects.

It's part of a trend. Across the country, more and more new buildings feature vertical transportation by Armor. We're proud to be a part of the new home of the AIA. And we'll be proud to be a part of your next project.

Valley Bank, Kewaskum

Architects: Zwack Associates, Ltd., Appleton

Owner: Valley Bank, Kewaskum

General Contractor: A. J. Despins & Son, Inc., Green Bay

Consultants:

Electrical: W. O. Rowe, Appleton

Heating and Ventilating: Ray Olson, Green Bay

Program:

To design a single story with basement structure to provide the necessary facilities for a growing bank in a small community. The building was to be reflective of the client's status in the community and to be free of interior columns for flexibility and open ended future expansion.

Solution:

Because Fond du Lac Avenue is the main street through town, carrying heavy traffic, it was determined that a rectangular building, set back 30 to 40 feet from the sidewalk, without vehicle access would give the structure a proper setting. Access to parking and drive-up tellers was provided from two side streets. The future needs of the bank were analyzed and taken into consideration in the final determination of the size and form including the possible need for expansion of the building in either direction.

The architects used a simple exposed precast concrete column and beam structural system with brick masonry corners at the perimeter of the building, supporting a roof system consisting of ten 10-foot wide, 36 inch deep, concrete tees, accomplishing a 66 foot clear span, column free interior space. Spaces between the columns, beams and legs of the tees were filled with glass. All interior walls and partitions on the first floor with the exception of the vault walls are non-bearing and could be removed. The exterior north and south walls are also non-bearing and can be removed for future expansion as required.
PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY

GEOTECHNICAL DIVISION
ROUTE T, CHIPPEWA FALLS, WISCONSIN 54729

Owen Ayres & Associates
SOIL INVESTIGATIONS GEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS EARTHWORK AND FOUNDATION DESIGN CONSTRUCTION REVIEW & TESTING PHONE (715) 835-2352

LIMNETICS, INC.
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTANTS
6132 West Fordo in Lac Avenue, Milw. Wis. 53218
Call 414-461-9500

Complete analytical laboratory facilities.
Water, air, noise, and land monitoring, surveys, and studies.
Impact statement preparation.
Consulting services to all municipalities.

Soil Testing Services of Wisconsin, Inc.
Consulting Soil and Foundation Engineers
540 Lambeau St., Green Bay, Wis. 54303
9055 N. 51st Street
Milwaukee, Wisconsin (414)354-1100
Telephone (414)494-9656

WISCONSIN TESTING LABORATORIES
SOIL AND FOUNDATION ENGINEERS
Soil Borings Materials Testing and Inspection MENOMONEE FALLS, WISC. 414-252-3300

J. Roger Miller & Associates, Inc.
STRUCTURAL & FOUNDATION ENGINEERS
5308 South 12 Street P.O. Box 164 Sheboygan Wisconsin 53081

DONOHUE & Associates, Inc.
Engineers — Architects — Planners — Environmentalists
Sheboygan, WI Green Bay, WI Waukesha, WI
414-458-8711 414-432-2981 414-542-5962
Professional Services Since 1910

Milwaukee Testing Laboratory, Inc.
— Soil Foundation —
Phone 1-(414)-321-0100
2135 S. 116th St. West Allis, Wisc. 53227

GMB ENGINEERING EQUIPMENT, INC.
"STATE WIDE" WHITE PRINTS SEPIAS & MYLAR REPRODUCTION SERVICE
DIAL 782-5240
12285 W. BURLEIGH RD. — BROOKFIELD 53005
"Send This Ad For Free Plastic Sepia"
“CONSULT WITH YOUR LOCAL KOHLER DISTRIBUTOR LISTED HERE!”

Now. One source standby power systems from Kohler.

A whole new breed of matched standby power systems from Kohler. A new look, but more than that, a new system, with one source availability and total system responsibility. Now nobody offers you more than Kohler. Nobody.

Kohler generator sets. The heart of the system... Kohler's rugged, reliable generator sets. More than a thousand models available, from 1000 watts to 500 KW (Gasoline, diesel and natural gas powered — 50 or 60 cycles).

Kohler transfer panels. Total standby capability... automatically. Designed and engineered for maximum compatibility with normal line circuit protection, Kohler transfer panels are available in 30, 70 and 100 ampere models with high interrupt contactor switch gear and in thirteen circuit breaker models ranging from 30 to 2000 amperes. All available with a complete line of accessories. And each Kohler panel meets the stringent standards of UL 1008 and CSA for Automatic Transfer Switches.

The switch is on to Kohler “gold” standby systems. For more information call your Kohler Distributor.

depend on Kohler “gold” standby power systems

W. H. Hobbs Supply Co.
100 Carson Park Drive
Eau Claire, Wis. 54701
Call: 1-715-835-5151

Anderson-Thomas Co., Inc.
2100 Winnebago St.
Madison, Wis. 53704
Call: 1-608-249-7311

Dickman's Land O'Lakes Motor Co.
Land O'Lakes, Wis. 54540
Call: 1-715-547-3717

Arthur G. Dietrich Co., Inc.
8035 North Port Washington Road
Milwaukee, Wis. 53217
Call: 1-414-352-7452

DMT Corporation
305 South Broadway
Green Bay, Wis. 54303
Call: 1-414-432-0642